
 
 

 

The EISCH 'SensisPlus' ESSENCA Experience. 
 

The EISCH ‘SensisPlus’ ESSENCA Stemware Experience is a unique, educational and entertaining experience. 
You don’t need to be a winemaker, wine-writer or an expert to smell and taste the difference that an EISCH glass 
can make to all wine. This is the perfect event to train your staff, entertain your customers and to discover the 
personality and character of wine. 
During the EISCH ‘ESSENCA’ Experience - which runs for approximately 1½ hours, you will be shown how these 
highly designed wine glasses enhance the overall experience and taste of all wine. 
The ‘Sensis-Plus’ wine glasses elevate the enjoyment of wine to a new level. We are confident you will enjoy the 
experience and be surprised by the effect and result on all wine. 
Wines poured in ‘Sensis-Plus’ glasses become more harmonious & complex, with better balance & greater 
elegance. Through a completely natural process, the original character & structure of the wine are preserved, while 
its aromas & flavours become more expressive and generous. *We also talk through their range of Decanters.  
 

EISCH ‘SensisPlus’ Stemware - “opening up a world of wine...” 
 

 

Enjoy the amazing difference that these glasses make to your wine experience. The EISCH ‘Sensis-Plus’ Tasting 
Experience is all about the wine, with the opportunity to taste 6 x quality wines in a range of 3 x EISCH 'SensisPlus' 
wine glasses. Crafted to respect & showcase the best characters and personality in all wines. 
 

“The most expressive wine glasses in the world” 
 

Wine Educator - Gavin Hubble: 
 

I started working in the wine industry over 30 years ago here in New Zealand. Working in; wine retail, sales, vineyard 
management, wine production, blending, label & packaging design, marketing, wine buying, wine glass design and 
wine education. I have been responsible for the ‘Brand Health’ of over 100 Wine Brands distributed here in New 
Zealand. Brands from Australia, Chile, France, Italy, New Zealand, Spain, Portugal and other winemaking countries. 
I work closely with these brands and leaders in the New Zealand Trade - (On & Off-Premise) introducing and 
positioning these exciting and unique brands to wine enthusiasts all over the country. 
 

Venue & Time: 
This is a 1½ hour EISCH 'Sensis-Plus' Experience - *(Wine classes are held at different venues, details will be 
confirmed for each *invitation). This unique experience is usually held: 1.30pm - 3.00pm. 
 

Equipment supplied: 
You will each be provided with a set of EISCH 'Sensis-Plus' Wine Glasses to use during the tasting experience. 
Eisch Tasting Mat - plus the 3 x EISCH 'ESSENCA' Stemware, 6 x wines. 

 

*Seasonal, Available Wines Tasted. 
 

“Wine Education lasts longer than a promotion” 


